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Picking up the threads

Linen and cotton mills were once at the very heart of British industry. Now a new generation is looming large 
again
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A hundred years or so ago, Oldham in Lancashire was the world’s greatest cotton weaving 

town, employing 30,000 people to operate 16.7m spindles in 320 mills. At that time, 

County Londonderry in Northern Ireland was the centre of global linen production, from 

looms in whitewashed houses. The 20th century unpicked that legacy, leaving it hung by a 

thread.

“Linen is mankind’s oldest fibre,” says Hermann Glaser-Baur of Flax Mill Textiles in rural 

Dungiven, County Londonderry. “Four and a half thousand years ago, they wrapped 

mummies in it.” Today, his wife Marion is on her hand loom weaving a job lot at about 

four metres per day. That’s almost two tablecloths. Or shrouds.



Glaser-Baur met Marion in Aschaffenburg, a weaving town near Frankfurt. She was the 

daughter of a tailor with a curiosity to match her technical skill, and sought to understand 

how Northern Irish linen is made, reputedly the most demanding discipline in the 

industry. Upon arrival in 1989 she was disappointed to find linen manufacture had been 

sent to mechanised offshore factories. As the craft tradition had waned, the Irish were 

understandably reluctant to train their children for vocations that no longer existed. 

Hermann laments that “linen made abroad might still pass through Northern Ireland for 

a bleach or to have a label sewn on it”. Weaving anew was the only way to fix the problem, 

so they stayed.

Flax likes the wet Atlantic climate, though its tough fibres aren’t easily won. The Glaser-

Baurs took the advice of elderly flax growers who have now passed on. Having learnt that 

“it’s a labour-intensive business from the minute you sow flax seed”, they chose to grow 

their own crops, two acres of sky-blue flowers signalling readiness for harvest. But you 

can’t cut flax: the fibres are strongest near the root, so it must be pulled up. Their last 

harvest took five people four days to uproot and stack as sheaves.
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The next stage is a soaking, called “retting”, which the unskilled turns to rotting. Ten days 

in water is optimal, at which point the husk loosens and can be “scutched” away with 

wooden blocks. “Hackling” is the combing of the revealed fibres, akin to the carding of 

wool into separated strands high in cellulose. And therein lies the strong, crisp and 

mothproof stuff that Marion weaves, in slightly damp air to keep it supple. She manages 

this by adjusting a door or window.

The woven linen goes 16 miles to William Clark, Northern Ireland’s oldest family 

company founded in 1736. The company’s longevity is due to stubbornness when all else 

dwindled — its staff numbers have fallen from around 800 to 35, who now turn to 

finishing both linens and cotton to keep the lights on. Glaser-Baur relates how the 

employees’ faces beam to receive homegrown, home-woven linen before beating it to a 

sheen.
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Lancashire is about to see a comparable revival of its local textile industry. Sean Clayton 

is managing director of Peter Reed in Nelson, a keen advocate for the legacy of the 

county’s mills. He’s a Yorkshireman from a family weaving workshop at Mytholmroyd 

near Bradford, a worsted town, where he went to college from 1976-80, just at the time 

Bradford’s textile industry submitted to cheap labour abroad. Bradford still has about 100 

looms, where production responds to designers’ commissions, and Clayton’s brother, 

Brendan, maintains the family-run Calder Weaving, specialising in upholstery.
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Having left the family firm to manage Lancashire textile finishing factories Sean Clayton 

came to Peter Reed in 2012. The manufacture of bedding was new to him, but he now 

understands the materials, techniques and supply chain, and “when you’ve been through 

the manufacturing process you gain respect because you know how everything happens”.



Peter Reed was founded in 1861 and holds a royal warrant for bed linen. Lancashire was 

ideal for weaving sheets because — like linen — cotton requires a humidity hovering 

around 76 per cent to maintain the elasticity of its strands. Yet no cotton is woven here. 

Since Lancashire’s industry collapsed, the company has imported rolls from Italian 

factories made from fibres grown in Egypt and the US. The 200-thread count 

(intersections per square inch) offers crisp hotel bed linens; the more expensive 1,000-

thread count is a sateen. Peter Reed’s linen comes from Flanders. From these finished 

cloths, the company’s skilled cutters, stitchers and — if you want a monogram or edging, 

embroiderers — craft sheets, duvet covers, pillowcases.
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Change is perilous. Maintaining fabric suppliers upholds the imperative of consistent 

quality, which would be risked by switching to cheaper sources. Yet Clayton is bringing a 

fundamental shift to Peter Reed. He has committed to reinvesting in local weaving and 

has built a partnership with English Fine Cottons, a new company that is about to return 

cotton weaving to Manchester, once nicknamed Cottonopolis, using American supima 

fibres. By October, Clayton expects to use this native cloth for Peter Reed’s commissioned 

orders. “For me, it’s fantastic because I’m a weaver. I’m looking forward to the day we can 

truly say ‘Made in England’.”

Peter Reed has relied not only on imported weaving but also on European labour. Clayton 

has cottoned on to the idea that locally established skills are essential to rebuilding craft-

based economies. “We should be giving the opportunity to British youngsters. We’re 

funding apprenticeships one day at Blackburn College, four days working at Peter Reed. I 

tell them that in 20 years’ time you’ll still be young, and you’ll have skills to your name.”
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That families should invest their labour in the UK’s weaving industries is a story that 

resonates with the Glaser-Baurs in their small workshop. They view the picture from a 

reverse perspective: they arrived from Europe when the populous had accepted industrial 

decline. Theirs is not seasonal labour. Unlike the flax they grow, they’ll remain firmly 

rooted. And like Clayton, Hermann Glaser-Baur is philosophical about change.

“Sometimes, it takes people from elsewhere to see the value of things you might take for 

granted or lose if they’re made in places you grew up in.”

As so often, traditions need restarting with a clean sheet.
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